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Modern design pieces at Maison & Objet Paris 
 

For BRABBU, the September’s edition of Maison & Objet Paris promises to be the most 

exciting ever. It is the stage that will reunite the brand’s novelties, the best sellers and the 

most wanted by the Press. A cosmopolitan, cozy and fierce ambiance that totally reflects the 

brand’s mission.   

 

Once again, this modern and harmonious ambience will allow its visitors to see how well 

BRABBU’s pieces fit perfectly together. A dining and a living room will be on display and 

some of the pieces chosen to compose the sets are the following: 

 

 

                    KENDO Floor Light 

 

“By way of the sword”, that's how Kendo is known, one of the ancient Japanese 

martial arts. KENDO floor lamp kept alive the samurai history spirit, illustrated 

by brass bars that resemble bamboo canes. The bamboo in KENDO was 

designed to give balance and strength to its three brass directional lighting 

lamps, offering a deep and gentle pattern chosen by you. KENDO floor lamp will 

set the perfect lighting rhythm, bringing your living room decoration a cozy and 

intimate environment. 

 

Materials: Copper. 

 

 

                      ECLIPSE Wall Light 

 

ECLIPSE Wall light is inspired by the movement of sun and moon and the exact 

moment when both collide in an intersection perfectly choreographed that 

marvel and scares at same time. The structure of this wall lamp is like a folded 

sheet made of hammered brass, in one side the hammered brass reflects the 

light like the sun, while the other side is immersed in darkness represented by 

the hammered brushed brass. A complement to every room where the aim is to 

relax after a long day. 

 

Materials: hammered brass, matte varnish (interior) and aged matte varnish 

(exterior); 

                              

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/lighting/kendo-floor-light.php?utm_source=BBJulyWk322014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBKENDO&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/lighting/eclipse-wall-lamp.php?utm_source=BBJulyWk322014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBECLIPSE&utm_campaign=emailPress
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       EANDA Bar Chair 

 

EANDA is a matriarch in the Himba tribe and it is from her that children 

inherit the wealth. EANDA bar chair is the chairs’ matriarch. Its delicate 

structure gives the wealth that every room requires and the satin cotton 

softness enriches the human bodies. 

 

Materials: Fabric: cotton velvet 

Legs: ebony 

            

 

                                 DUKONO Armchair 

 

DUKONO, one of Indonesia's most active volcanoes, incorporates an 

unpredictable strength. While its darkness from the black leather 

resembles the solidified magma turn into rock, the reddish tacks leave 

some traces of the last incandescent lava. DUKONO brings you nature 

through a strong but comforting experience. 

 

Materials: Fabric: synthetic leather  

Legs: black matte lacquer 

 

 

                                AMIK Table Lamp 

 

Ojibwe is an indigenous language made of several dialects, spoken in 

Canada throw ancient times the language is rich in exquisite terms like 

AMIK the word to beaver, the animal who is also a national emblem for 

Canada. AMIK table lamp reminds a lacquered piece of wood scooped by 

beaver teethes, that created a statement lighting piece with a distinctive 

and unique light that conquer any room. 

 

Materials: Sculpted wood, glossy lacquer. 

 

                                 

 

 

      

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/lighting/amik-table-lamp.php?utm_source=BBJulyWk322014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBAMIK&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/upholstery/dukono-armchair.php?utm_source=BBJulyWk322014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBDUKONOArmchair&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/upholstery/eanda-bar-chair.php?utm_source=BBJulyWk322014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBEANDABarChair&utm_campaign=emailPress
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         MURSI Rug 

 

The Nilotic pastoralist ethnic group Mursi lives in southwestern 

Ethiopia, and have strong beliefs in a higher force coming from the sky, 

called Tumwi. The Mursi also consider clays sacred and powerful, as 

they still paint their bodies for religious and medical purposes. Plus, 

animals are a very important source for food. The combination of the 

body painting motifs and the animal’s footprints in an abstract pattern 

creates MURSI hand-tufted tencel rug, an earth-to-earth acquisition 

for the home. 

 

Materials: Hand-tufted tencel. 

 

       

                                 CYGNUS Display 

 

CYGNUS display is inspired by the homonymous constellation which is 

one of the brightest and largest constellations in the sky. This elegant 

design piece is composed by several rectangles and squares made of cast 

brass and finished in copper that are singularly placed by our artisans. 

Their knowledge and skills plus the design team projection make this a 

one of a kind piece that truly represents team work. Let yourself be 

caught by this positive energy by adding CYGNUS Display to your 

ambience. 

 

Materials: Vintage Brass; Bronze Glass; 

 

CAY Side Table 

 

Nature in its rawest form flows through this charismatic furniture piece as 

lava flows during a volcano eruption. Molded by casted brass and bronze 

glass, CAY embodies nature’s ultimate scream. Allow yourself to hear the 

ultimate call, feeling its strength and reflecting it into your urban lifestyle. 

 

Materials: Table top in bronze Glass. Base in brushed brass. 

 

 

 

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/art/cygnus-display.php?utm_source=BBJulyWk322014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBCYGNUS&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/rugs/mursi-rug.php?utm_source=BBJulyWk322014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBMURSI&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/art/cay-side-table.php?utm_source=BBJulyWk322014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBCAYSide&utm_campaign=emailPress
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                                             SAKI Suspension Light 

 

Sakishima Islands are part of Ryukyu islands chain, located at 

Japan southern- most. SAKI Suspension Lamp is a tribute to this 

unforgotten island, recognized by its almost extinct bamboo roots 

harvest, which once were part of the local landscape.  

Through a rhythmic composition of matte brass canes, SAKI 

Suspension Lamp will make your living room an unforgettable 

place, filling it with nature inspired shapes that create a warm and 

cozy atmosphere. 

 

Materials: Matt brass. 

 

 

                                              LALLAN Center Table II 

 

The Lowlands of Scotland are called Lallans, also designating the 

integration, blending, and combination of some Scots dialects. 

LALLAN centre table combines four different materials and 

finishes as palisander veneer, black lacquer, polished brass and 

antique brass. All this components cross and integrate 

harmoniously, despite of their asymmetry, to create LALLAN. 

Materials: Matte Palisander wood veneer, high gloss black 

lacquer, polished brass and antique brass.                        

 

                                            PADAUNG Stool 

 

PADAUNG is the balance between softness and strong 

personality. Composed by tilia wood and brushed brass rings, it is 

inspired by the beauty and strenght of PADAUNG women that use 

these rings on the neck since their childhood as a statement of 

beauty and to protect the neck, the center of the soul. PADAUNG 

stool is a strong decorative element and fits in perfect harmony 

with your lifestyle rituals and with all Ritual’s collection design 

pieces. 

 

      Materials: Tilia wood and brushed brass; 

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/lighting/saki-suspension-light.php?utm_source=BBJulyWk322014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBSAKISusp&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/lallan2-center-table.php?utm_source=BBJulyWk322014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBLALLANII&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/padaung-stool.php?utm_source=BBJulyWk322014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBPADAUNG&utm_campaign=emailPress
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APIS Dining Table I 

 

The Egyptians said that they were the tears of the God 

RA and in many other civilizations they were adores and 

considered as Gods. The liquor that they produce was, 

in many histories and cultures, connected to gold. And 

now all this royalty of the bees, originally called "APIS" 

in Latin, was the main inspiration for this wood and 

brass dining table. The imposing of this table is 

represented by a top that retraces the torso of big and 

ancient trees and in a base inspired on the golden 

beehives, that together results in a piece of nature 

translated into a piece of   furniture. 

 

Materials: Table top in stained oak with brass details,  

base in dark aged brass. 

 

HOPLON Bookcase 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOPLON is the strength of human soul, the fierce of the warriors. Composed by brass and 

leather, this unique shelve is inspired by the powerful structure of Spartan warriors. Spartans 

were highly organized and their army was almost untouchable. In every warrior’s soul there 

was the idea than he should return home carrying his hoplon, the golden shield, symbol of a 

winning battle. HOPLON shelve represents the strength through organization, the strong 

structure that fits in your spaces needs. 

 

Materials: Structure: Antique brushed brass; Drawers: poplar wood coated with synthetic 

leather 

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/hoplon-bookcase.php?utm_source=BBJulyWk322014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBHOPLON&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/apis-dining-table.php?utm_source=BBJulyWk322014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBAPISDiningI&utm_campaign=emailPress
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KOI Dining Table II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KOI carp is a recurring symbol of Japanese culture, highly appreciated by its decorative 

purposes, not only in water gardens but also in Irezumi practice or, most commonly, in 

tattoos. Its natural colour mutations reveal their capacity to adapt, just like the set of KOI 

tables with table tops in acrylic, glass or marble that you can choose to better t in your 

ambiences. The KOI scales from the sides of the tables shine and re-ect – on its brass 

surface – the sun caught throughout the clear water. KOI and the Japanese word for love or 

aection are homophones, making the carp also a symbol of love and friendship. 

 

Materials: Brushed brass, acrylic. 

 

 

### 
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http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/koi2-dining-table.php?utm_source=BBJulyWk322014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBKOIDiningII&utm_campaign=emailPress
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